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• .J:-:.s""" Parental letter sent: 
· F'wst 
. . 
Presidential 
Candidate-. · 
Meets 
I.e .. Community 
"Stop-tuition" 
movement rests 
hopes vvith parents 
by Mark Engstrom 
The .ftrst of seven candidates 
with an opportunity to become 
Ithaca College's sixt.h president 
was on campus this week to meet 
with students, staff, faculty and 
Photo by Ray Donnely 
The fight to stop or at least 
minimize the tuition increase is 
continuing. "It's basically up to 
our parents now, "commented 
Andy Friedman, one of the 
students working with the 
Tuition/Costs Committee and 
the Student Movement against 
Tuition (SMAT). 
Last weekend approximately 
20 people sat in the Studnt 
dation voiced in the letter. 
Others included turning heat 
down during the day, · tting 
back on the apparent ~xcessive 
maintenance and stopping paper 
wastes, such as duplicating 
mailings. 
The letter includes President 
Phillips' summary of income and 
expense report an~ proposed 
budget, and asks parents to 
_ administrators. Dr. George 
Owen Roberts rapidly _ familiar-
ized himself with IC's surroun-
dings during his two day visit, 
which included a number of 
meetings ·and discussion groups, 
along with a few rigorous games 
of pi"ng pong. 
Dr. George Roberts, first presidentail candidate to speak 
on campus, adresses I.C. students in the Union r'Tu'ition' room and board cost 
Job of President he could not compromise. He noted that he would resign from 
any job that expected him to act 
in a '1'!Bnner that· countered his 
Feeling it would be helpful for 
every administrator to be 
involved in teaching, Roberts 
said this would enable them to 
keep in touch with ~young 
minds". He went on to say that 
he finds the curriculum at Ithaca 
College exciting, and that the 
academic community has the 
potential to gain and be enriched 
from each individual within it. 
$2905 in· 1966. 
In· discussing his views on 
wha~ ,_ college pl'flSidtmt ,&hould -
be, Roberts felt that the job calls 
fora "person witf!-.the security of 
self-respect, confidence;' .diligen-
re and dignity •.. a -person who is 
no more or no less than a servant 
who can afford the humility of 
service." He later added, 
however that he as an individual 
posse~ certain principles that 
principles. . 
H(; felt that openess, ~dor. 
and "respect. (Qr the individual 
worth of a person" were 
characteristics essential to a 
college president. They must be 
present in order to enhance the 
By 1980, total costs will ·have 
reached.- over $6200 
_ vitality of an educational 
institution. continued 011 page JO 
Faculty Council appoints_ 
member of Heari_ng Board 
if they continue at their 
present rate"' 
by Toni Somma 
Appointments to the College 
Hearing Board under Family 
Education and Privacy Acts, and 
proposed changes in the Fall 
1976-77 calendar were among the 
items discussed at ~he Faculty 
Council meeting Tuesday night. 
Other major topics were: grie-
·vances of the Library Faculty 
about their present salaries and 
complications with the Study. 
Abroad Program_. . 
Due to the recent Education 
Rights and Privacy Acts the 
formation-of a C',01lege Hearing 
Board is necessary to alleviate 
over-burdeni'!g of the Judicial 
Board. CIIS'professor Jon Daitch 
volunteered to serve on the 
Board. There were no other 
volunteers or nominations ,:luring 
the meeting. , 
A number of points were 
discussed concerning two of the 
' 
· Board appointments. It was 
stated that all recommendations 
submitted before January 1· of 
this year. 1975, are still confiden-
tial. Provost Frank Darrow said 
to as;ume that professors' re-
commendations concerning indi-
vidual students are no longer 
confidential. 
After a report by the 
Calendar ~ommittee, professor 
continued on page 5 
Congress Office stuffing, addres-
sing, and licking envelopes. The 
envelopes contained a letter to 
the parents from the Tuition/ 
CostsCommittee. 
''The cost of tuition, room and 
board in 1966 was $2,905,"tt,e 
letter points out. "The average 
annual increase over the last ten 
years has been 5.5%. At that 
rate, a freshman during the 
1974-75 academic year will pay 
!5606 when he becomes a senior." 
The letter makes suggestions 
as to where'things can be ~ut. 
"Maid service could be reduced 
to three times per week instead 
of five," was one recommen-
"consider the i_ncrease and 
respond accordingly." Several 
Board of Trustee members· 
names and addresses appear at 
the bottom of the statement. 
Chairman of the Board, David 
Laub, reported that "many" of 
the "Stop Tuition Increase" 
forms from the last two weeks' 
lthacan'shave crossed his desk. 
Laub went on to say that the 
Board would "discuss the matter 
fully at their meeting ne"<t 
week." 
District Attorney Joch 
clscusses ·faiffless in law 
Rose Goldson speaks on 
'television's rri~squerade 
by Ray Donnelly 
.by Tom Leander 
District_.A,ttomey of 'Tomp- Rose Goldson, noted Cornell ~elevision .js doing is changing its 
kins County .Joseph Joch· spoke socio1ogist and radio commenta-. approach.to selling us. It is now 
. · at IC last night expressing his tor, spoke last night at Ithaca trying to convince us that what is 
: · .. views on the fairness and equal- College on the state of the good for men is good for women . 
.. : ity of the 'judicial system and the television medium. The titled Television has been trying for 
application of these values in,the - topic of her discussion was "TV's years to appeal to one sex 
' future of his administration. attempt to correct. the image of market. Now it realizes that it 
_:_-: z· . . After arriving one_half hour women in the media:" :.. can sell to both markets simul-
·. :;-. bite .and attnouting bis lateness Ms. Goldson said "never · taneously. 
:(,to~ ~g •:; •• a..:lun~entally .. _bef~tf) ~;t.h.e history of civiliza- Ms. Goldson said that what 
.J .. person iiUl."funda- ·:tj~n'hasa~:wbjected television is trying to say with 
;::_me~~y_disorgariized office.:" He to inaulheritij?-~darized~ iden- "changing values" is relaly its 
~::·:SP,O)l •.. in a, leisurely ·.an.d .ad lib tical statements;, blari~ted from attempt t_o make tip for "ignoring 
_;~-~~er' ·r~ :thirty niinu~ and coast-to 'coast." a lifestyle that existed before but · 
~ .. ,~red a··,;goocl. number of ---Speaking of th~'NBC docu- wasn't involved with the 18-49 · 
~f~q~~ ~s/: :· : - ~ · men~ary· "Of Men .and WOIJ!.§:!n", year old markeht thabt consrodisted otf 
.,._ · -- · .. -:..'l'he :basic·· pie'inise put forth she sta~ that television tries to the people t at uy- p uc s 
: \b ··hisc...,speeeh~:dealt with the ' proj~ the image that America advertised." 
... - -.,.. . ·· .. : ~~fun~ntal fai_rness . :· · is c~angjitg its' ~ ·values '\-Television regards the non-
, • , .,~ . •·: ·, -, . ·~-.. ~t/ni,etJ Dn ptiKe--10. · . · .dr~call)'~ W,hen. ~ fact, what . -continued on page 'J 
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Survi-val;· 
what you 
need 
by Ray Donnelly 
Have you ever had the urge 
to enjoy an outdoor activity, but 
found you lacked the proper 
1·11uipment'! Well, that no longer 
need hl· a .problem·. The office of 
rampus activities. in cooperation 
with the Ithaca College outing 
duh, ha\'t" put to~ther a supply 
of outdo,,r equipment. This 
,,upply is available to any mem-
. lwr of the colll•ge community. 
Egbert Union Director, Ro-
J!t·r Enslinger· ha<; said that 
rquipmcnt now av:iil:ih!e in · 
dud1•s, six parr of snow shoes, six 
pair of l'ross <·ountry skis. wax 
and polt•s. thret• day pack·,. two 
wintl'r tl'nt..,, t.wo pack stoves 
and pots, fo..ir mt•tal gas bottles, 
a lc·w life J:wkeb. and one car' ski 
r:u·k. Ht• also stated that more 
l'IJlllpmPnt will ht• added as time 
passt'" and l ht• need increases. 
I.;im Stiegerl will he the 
"l u<IPnl 1·oordinator of the pro-
_jp1·t. Any studl'nt wishing to USP 
l ht· t•quipnwnt will he required to 
Housing 
announces 
dorm 
policy 
by Don Levine 
Contained within the Ithaca 
College housing· policy are a 
number of strictly enforced 
rules, including when and where 
a student can change rooms, 
roommates and dorms. 
Students living .on campus 
for the first semester may not 
movt• off campus for the second 
semester. The option does exist, 
.howt•vcr, for students living off 
1·ampus to move hack on. 
If a student living in a 
tlouhlt• room loses his roommalt•, 
l hon• arl' several options avail-
ahlt•. IIP can look for iJ. new 
roommall'. look for a n<'w room, 
or ht• l'an keep his douqle room as 
a singll' for an additional ft•e of 
$159. lfthl•rc is a waiting list of 
stud1•11ts who want lo movt· to 
that dorm. this opt ion is not 
allow1•d. Most of lht•se l'ast's 
ha"vt' lw1•n rcportt•d in thl' 
Tt•rra<'l'S and thl' Gardt•n Apart -
mt•nts, whi1·h arl' always in great 
dt•ma~d. 
At the prest•nt timt• there 
an• het wet>n 10 and 15 openin~s 
for mt•n and hl•l WPPn 30 and 45 
openin~s for wom(•n in douhlt• 
rooms. The only vacancil's for 
singles are two womt•n singlt>s in 
Valentini', tht• off-t·ampus dormi-
torv. 
· The amount of val'ancies 
vary al'l'ordingly, changing with 
lhe number of transfer students, 
those in tht• London program and 
studt·nt teaching. 
The plal'ement of students is 
don" 'by class priority.. A senior 
will !iavl' a better chance of 
gt•tting the dorm and room that 
hl' wants than a sophomore will. 
If a student has someone in 
p'articuh1r that he wants to live 
with. arrangements of this sort 
Photo by Rn Donnely 
Kim Siegert, Student Coordinator 
sign a contract, and pay a 
nominal rental fee. The schedule 
of rental fees arc as follows: To 
us1• the equipment for a day, (3 
per<"ent) of the · replacement 
v:ilut· will he l'harged. If an item 
'-'o,t $1.00, a fee of .03 would be 
charged. For a weekend 2X3 
pt•r1·pnt of the replacement -
valuP. and for· a week 3 X 3 
p1·rt·cnt of the replacement value 
will ht· charged. 
The _equipment will be avail-
ahlt• for chet·k out at the Office of 
( 'ampu" Activities in the Egbert 
l ;nion, Monday lhru Friday, 
from 4 to 5 p.m. You should sec 
l'ilht•r Kim Siegert or the union 
....... ' 
LC. receives· 
giQ from 
Heart 
Association 
ITHACA, N.Y. Ithaca. 
College studer1ts are now pedal-
ing to their hearts' content, and 
general welfare thanks to the 
generous loan of a bicycle 
ergometer from the Southern 
Tier Hearl Association. 
The ergometer, a stationary 
bicycle which measures the -
cyclist's heart rate during use, is 
used by tne Heart Association in 
testing men and women enrolled 
in their physical fitness program. 
The machine is valued at 
approximately $2,500. 
Arranged by Ithaca College 
faculty members Ed Burke and 
John Bernard in cooperation 
with Frank Acomb and Victor 
Lazar of the Southern Tier Heart 
Association, the loan represents 
a valuahle addition to courses 
taught in biology, physical edu-
l'ation and physical therapy. 
The instrument is housed in 
lhl· Physical Education Research 
Laboratory at Ithaca College. 
Exxon awards 
grant to I.C. 
._ 7--.: 
_, 
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-Silve~maris c~mpose·- ---
unique '(eaching team 
by Mark Engs~ro~ 
. ·Many times one, hears people .being criticized 
for not "practicing '!hat they. preach."·. For-~~ 
and , Deirdre Silverman, each an Assistant 
Professor' of Socio)ogy-Anthrop()logy, such crit• 
-icism would not be justified. After teacbing 
several courses on the subject of sex roles and how 
they are changing, the Silvermans are currently 
attempting to implement change in their own lives 
with regard to their sex roles. 
_ .. ,, 
The Silvennans compose a seinester, ranging from spending 
unique husband and wife teach- more time with her children to 
-ing team here at Ithaca College, trying cross country skiing. 
in that for the most part they are "fve .yet. t~ be restless", .she 
shatjnt the same job •. For the-- says, "in fact"! don't-see how rn 
first --semester of this year, be able to fit all that I have 
Deirdre carried a full teaching . planned into the · space of one 
load while Mark spent his time Semester." One activity which is 
advising students, taking care of keeping the .Silvermans busy 
the house and spending more right now is a book they are 
time than usual with the two working on which deals with 
Silverman children. This sem- social factors in childbirth.-
-ester he will be the one carrying Describing their marriage as 
the full teaching l~. and "pretty equalitarian", the Silver· 
Deirdre will have some time to -mans have divided the house-
pursue interests other than -work between them at almost 50 
teaching. Each one is considered percent each. According to 
a full-time faculty member, while . Mark, the average Ameri'can 
receiving less than full salary, marriage sees the husband doing 
· few of the domestic chores. He 
Segin to teach said that an arrangement such as 
Wh th · fiirst to · theirs would not be able to work 
• en ey came h b d . will' to Ithaca several years ago Deidre / u~less the us an IS. mg . 
began teaching at IC while Mark give up a ~ portion of hIS 
. to d all f his f e "freedom of time, space, and 
was gomg spen ° lDl emotion." 
at home. Une~y, bqw- For Mark, adoption of a dual 
-ever he began teaching on a 'th' h' · and 
part-time basis, and the part- caree~ ~ ID 15 marnage 
. --time M,. eventUlllly .developed the givmg UP..D! ~e~ fret:doms 
· · · 'to' · f 'll. tim. · ·ti·' · 'It · n evolved naturally. Deirdre, 
m a u . e pos1 on. soo bat h I t· The Exxon .Edul'ation students on campus but inter- became apparent that two full- however, say_s t t e evo u mn 
Foundation has awarded a csted viewers throughout Tomp- -time college professors in the was more deliberate for her· She 
$13,200 grant to Ithaca ~liege kins County. Each section of the same family was a hectic ar- ~ys that she _doesn't w~t to 
l·or .the product1·on of three pilot ,. u , ·will h'ave 'an' aceoinp· any-'•-" · · • :~ '' ·t .. d tL "S""' · give up teachmg, and it was 
... o rse -rangemen • an .,,e _uvermans 1 - . . rtant to h th t programs of an educational tele- ing study guide and take-home began to con~er becoming a there ore 'UOpo . er a 
vision'course in photography. . examination. dual-areer family as a ineans'of Mark and she decide on some 
John E. Keshishoglou, dean The finished series will be relieving some of the chaos from sort.of dual career arrangement. 
of College's School of Commu~i-. viewed by prominent · photo- their lives. 
· t·ations, has planned a series"' of· graphcrs and subjected to an Humanities & Science dean 
30 half-hour lessons. The course, intense evaluation procedure. Ted Baker proved to be recep-
"lntroduction to Photography", Keshishoglou said that the fin- -tive to their idea and their 
was taughl to hundreds of i!,hed lectures can be reproduced department and the Provost 
students by Keshi~hoglou. on tt•Icvision videocassettes at a approved the arrangement for 
Keshishoglou, a. veter~n of small t·osl. f~e plan~ ~o offer this year and next year. Deirdre 
more than 20 years experience them to pubhc telev1s1on and pointed out that the school is 
in the field of photography and otht•r edueational institutions. benefiting from the arrangement 
film. said the idea for the courst• "Thi_s program could allow in that IC is getting two people 
g-r-:-w oul ol' spact• limitations on thousan~s o~ people to take the with two different specialties for 
!'ampus. "Ea1·h semester we 1·ourst• .~n mtr~uctory p~oto- a little over the price of one. 
havt• about 200 students who g-raphy. Kcsh1shoglou said. Mark says that the idea of a 
want to get into our photo~rraphy "Tht• nct>d for such courses was _ dual-career is extremely rare in 
l'Ourscs hut can't ... ht• said. de~o_n~tra~ed ~y a South~rn American Colleges since many 
Wht•n complt•ted, the photo- Ilhno1s .llmvers1ty study which institutions have rules which 
graphy courst• will ht• shown over sho" l'd that t ht• number of discourage this. 
Jtha<"a Collcg<' Cable telPvisior. ..,,111IPnts t•nrolled in photograph-
and inad1• availahh• not only lo c,mtim,ed 011 pui,:e 'I 
Summer in Africa 
The American Forum for International Study in cooperation with 
the University of Massal'husetts (Amherst) will conduct three 
summer proj?'rams in African Studies and Culture in Africa during 
July and August. 1975. 
All Forum programs are accredited by lhe Center for 
International Education, University of Massachusetts. Six credits 
may be earned. All programs are interracial af!d open to college 
fal'ulty. staff, and students, and public and private school teachers. 
In July, Kenya and 'tanzania will be the sites for a program on 
lht> _ "Ecology and Cultures .:,f East Africa". Beginning at ~he 
University of Nairobi, the program will proceed to Arusha, 
Ngorongoro. Olduvai, Serengeti, Monbasa, and Dar es S~. 
From July 20-August 15, the Institute of African Studies of the 
University of Ibadan will host "African Studies in Nigeria". Sites 
visited will include Lagos, He. Abeokuta, Oyo, and for the first time, 
Kano. Muslim center in northern Nigeria. 
In August, the highly acclaimed Comparative Cross African 
Societies will be repeated. The program will visit Senegal, Dahomey, 
Nigeria. Ethiopia. Kenya. and Tanzania. 
Time off 
In discussing how they use 
their time during off semesters 
neither Silverman spoke of being 
restless. "I think I read more 
books in my 'off semester than 
I've read in the last five years," 
says Mark, who also devoted 
considerable energy (as did Deir-
-dre) to the Mental Health 
conference held at IC durin~ the 
fall.-
Deirdre is planning a num-
-ber of activities for · her free 
· hnproved 'Teachkg 
Mark feels that the present 
set-up has improved his teaching 
because he has more time to 
prepare for courses, and there is 
· more time to discuss their .work 
with each other and benefit from 
the other's experience. One of 
the few complaints they had was 
that if cut their exposure to 
students in half, and constant 
interaction with students is one 
of the things they miss during 
their free semester. Anothe.r 
element which makes change 
unique is the fact that Mark is 
teaching a discipling different 
from his graduate studies train-
-ing. His formal training is in 
Psy~hology. 
The Silvermans do not see 
their dual career as an ideal 
situation or claim to be totally 
happy with . it. They do, 
however, say that the arrange-
·ment has made things consider-
-ably bet.ter than they were, and 
that it allows them t<> appreciate. 
their family life to a greater· 
ext-ent. · 
Costs range from $1.550 for the Nigerian progr~m-to S2,l20·for,_ 
the Cross African program. Some scholarship assistance will be -
availablt>. Included in the l'ost of the· program is round trip jet_ 
can he made. h _ .,. ( h transportation on KLM scheduled flights, all educational and field 
. - 8tudents_ w o w1~;.• ~~ er . work cos~;;. room and board.. -
mfor~ation should contact- the The American Forum is a non-profit, educational organization 
Housing Offi~e at xl41 or con~ct that has pioQeered African Studies summer programs in Africa since . . .. · 
t~e appropriate_ area coordma- 1968. More than 1200 teachers and stwl~nts have participated in the ' ~ ·. 
tor· Jean Tyner m Dorm 9 for the . F -: -
Q • d d Al t K . th 21 previous orum programs. - . . . . .... . . -1 . . ,.. _ -~ .. -; ..... ·-""·· •. _. . µa s: an ': a ~ram m e Further information can be had from the American Forum, 503 . ... ·· • > ~- , . .-, .-·- ----~/·':·1~"~-.;°,{'-·:.., • -~ · ·."-·:~'."."-,:;_:·:,?.- ·;-: .. irrare<alete'"°'f°' \he Tow~"'- Tl>e Arca,!i, • .Cl......,<i,,Oh;. 44114 or call (216] 821-49<9. . . · - . .. oam1,. -""! ~-~.::.;.::" :;;J · d Terraces' ·" · J • .:. - ' - • - • · - ' · - · · • ·· · ·· 
•. I"'' ..,,.~ri-'r.·.., _!!;ftl~~::-l!.!li'H,~~~..t(~;l!.1li H t·:JL'!i~l-~ f.~~-~~IM&lli~ii'm!D3U~~-.~-Ill--~-. . . .. . . . l .. _ ~. ' . . _ 
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Cr-isJs, 
Center: 
A friena· 
lnde~d 
by Fred Raker 
Loneliness. Failing a course. 
Trouble at home. Drug problem. 
If any of these sound familiar 
there is. someone you can turn ~ 
~ho will listen; try to understand 
and offer their help. This some 
one is a member of the Ithaca 
College Crisis Center. 
The Crisis Center, located in 
the lobby of Rowland Hall(dorm 
3t, is a peer counseling and 
referral service. Anyone can call 
(X158, 274-3158), for any reason 
at all, and speak to one of the 
well-trained staff members. The 
Cen~er is a service for IC 
_students; however when Cornell 
'>tudents and Ithaca townspeople 
call, t,he staff member, if possible 
will refer the caller to someone 
else (i.e., Mainline, Ears, Open 
House). 
Confidentiality is the key 
word to the viability of the 
Center. Any and all calls never 
leave the Center; no one should 
!'eel retic(lnt about calling. There 
1s also. a walk-in service and, in 
some mstances, the person on 
duty will come ,up to the r~.Iler,s 
room if so requested Ly the 
caller. continued on page 5 
Free 
~niversity 
by Tricia Zigarelli 
l{t·~l!',lration for Fre(• ·llni-
, 1 r.._,: ~ t·our!-,t•s s<·hedulPd for 
,pnr,i.: ,1·mPstPr is underwav. 
Tht· 1·our'-'l'S being offf'r~d to 
1 -1 " 1 wh•nts arP : auto mechan-
"''· matTainl', finding ones way 
'" 111 1·lay lpotter_v), animatio~ 
11 ·1·h11rqt1l'!- for <TPativp film-mak-
111 I.'.· ma!',s:tl!l' for r<>laxat ion. 
hndl!<' anc\ l raditional English 
l111hhi11 lat·(' . 
:\Ian\' !-l 11d1•11l:- havt• rPporl. 
.. ,1 i\ 1<-arn<·d from and en joved 
·"11 ,t· of l hP 1·our..;p~ offpr~•ci in 
,,n-, iuu, ,t·nw:-tl'r". 
! 1 ·111 ,. '\l tllil'nt- i~ interested 
:n :, ,11h1l'('I nut IH•ing taug-ht as a 
'nl!I"·<·. :\brty RaukPr is lhP man 
: '' ,,.,. lit: i~ 111 l hl· OfficP of 
':111'1 1ll· .\1·1 i\"il'..,_ and is alwav<; 
11:tPJ" Io ht•ar ,t ud(•nt 0 <; <;ugg-~'<-
1 ,, ,;1.., !or m•v- 1·our..;1,.., 
To ,ign up for.,; par't.irular 
,·o1_1rM', sl udPnts must submit a 
rl'I undahle ft•l'. This money. 
a-:uall.,· nomin,!I. is applied 
111 '\ arcls l hi' matl'rials and tht· 
rn,t r111·tor\ fl'I'. 
' . : ' ... ~ ~. ~· .,I •' 
Crisis Center, Rowland Hall 
The Crisis Center is being 
operated under the auspices of 
faculty advisor "Ted Pe ·y- (Psy-
chology) and supervisors Dave 
Knowlton(Director of Student 
Activities) and Dr. Marty Rand 
!IC Psychologist). All the work 
crs. including the supervisors, 
are volunteers. Asked about the 
importance of the CS:risis Center, 
one volunteer commented, "It is 
the most ben~ficial service on 
c~mpus. lt,s a helping organiza· 
lion and a vital part of -..the 
~·ollege. The Center is extremely· 
_important because there,s a lot 
of stress at school--from faculty, 
peers. parents--and students 
need a place to turn to. They 
need someone who wil listen and 
work with them to solve their 
problem." 
The Center is open from 6-
pm to 8 am Monday through 
Thursday and from 6 pm on 
Friday to 8 am Monday. People 
s~ould not hesitate to call at any 
time. They should never feel as if 
they ,r.e imposing by calling or 
dropping by at three in the 
morning. Also, an answering 
service is in operation during the 
Center,s off hours. When one 
calls, the service will give a few 
numbers to reach(i.e.,Safety, 
Health Center). That person will 
then ,:o~tact the volunteH who is 
on duty. 
It should he noted that 
st•1dents v. ho call in need not 
give their name, address, phone 
number, etc. This is especially 
relevant when calling with 
respert to drug analysis. If 
someone has a question about a 
drug. prescription or otherwise, 
they can contact the Center who 
will have it r,pecked out. This 
procedure is most c~nfidential 
and there is no chance what so 
ever of outside intervention. 
! · i~~Ju;: wiil bhe ta.ken iri ~lie Registrar's Office, February 7. from 
. t e picture is for a replacement ID b 
i,,ay the five do!lar charge wh"- th . t . k . e prepared to 
= e pie ure 1s ta en. 
:_p)_A_II Ithaca College students participating in the Cornell E-x ha 
rogram must reque t f h . c nge 
the Re~ist~ar:s Offic! :e;?rt ~t~a:~r C~~r;;;~ tr;~;c;:td~e set ~o 
transcript is not automatic, you must request it be done dg o \ e 
appropriate Cornell charge. an pay t e 
i:\~~~;r ~r~t:t~:ii:~t11i~'1:i:f ~:~r~~f ~! d~~:r~!t:~:~0 ;·0 ~~ 
' e oors a.ways open. 
The ]-><;j Chapter of Della Ka G· ~ . . 
-;eholarships for the year 1975-76 r:;a ,tmma Sorwty is offering 
l'nll'r thl' teaching profession T. t W,?~en students preparing to 
g-raduatp of a high school iri-. 'tho becr.hg1ble the student must be a 
ot hn information plPase eomee1to ethr ·,!~ton _or E_ssex County. For 
· e 1• man!'1al Aid Office. 
.,:.• •• ,..-t"..,...,.,..:-, ... .,. ............. ~ .... ':.. :,.,·;·-:.~"!.: .. '"• 
Tuesdaythru Saturday ·s ,p.m. tp 1 a.~. 
Dinners Served 6:0G-1:30 . 
Reservations Requested- S39-7hf 
GaNallOUSCOCllTAli.S 
, .G .. AT•••• 
... AX•G ATII0 .. 11 aa 
.,~ • ..... ...,,. ... 444# .... ., ... 
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Altern~tive film 
,education offered 
An altern~tive opportunity 
in filmmaking education is -being 
offered to college students 
around the country by the Gray 
Film Atelier, an independent -
movie studio with an attached 
apprentice school. The Atelier, 
which originated in Brussels four 
years ago, is a non-profit organi-
zation ·under parti~l support from 
the New York State Council on 
the Arts. 
The apprentice program is 
designed to facilitate the transfer 
of credit back to a home 
university. Students with a 
strong awareness and involve-
ment in the social sciences, 
creative writing, or in the arts, 
who have the interest and 
potential to express themselves 
in a new medium. are encour-
aged to apply. At the Atelier, 
!orated in Hoosick Falls, New 
York. near the Vermont border; 
studenl s can study film making 
for a yt'ar on a full-tim·e basis. A 
numlwr of apprentices now at 
the Atelier are receiving credit 
for I hPir work from a sponsoring 
colleg-e or university. 
Tht• Atelier attempts to 
bridge the gulf between the 
classroom and the realities of a 
working studio by combining 01e 
teaching of the creation of·films 
with their research, producing, 
and distribution elements. Each 
film goes through the editing, 
and finall_v. distribttion. By 
performing major studio roles, 
apprentices share the responsi-
bility of running a studio that is 
modeled as a miniature M.G.M. 
or 20th Century Fox. 
The Atelier is headed by 
Paul Gray. formerly a wellknown 
experimental director. He head-
ed the Drama and Film Depart-
ment at Bennington College in 
Vermont and the Film Studio at 
the Universite de Nouveau -
Monde in Switzerland. In the 
60's, he was one of the key 
editors of TDR (Tulane Drama 
Review) and was responsible for 
their Intl'rnational Film Issue. 
Candidates for the 1975-76 
All>lier program are ro .. , being 
rPvil'wt•d. Interested studen-ts-
should write the Gray Film 
Atelit>r. Wilson Hill Road Hoo-
si<'k .Falls. New York (12090) for 
more detailed information. 
Calenda~ Change - Do you have any feelings about the type of 
Academic Calendar we have hPre at Ithaca College'' W n d h I Th · . · e ee your 
,e P· . e ~aJor 1s~ues are the_ changing of the Spring Recess 76 to a 
l~ter d_a~e a~d movmg the Sprmg 77 semester back two weeks for a 
later start m January and a corresponding later end in M T 
express Y?Ur feeling-, contact one of the Calendar Co:~itte~ 
Members hsted below bPfore Monday, February 10, 1975. 
~ob.er! RardweJI D~ama Speech 3345 
( hr1stme Brown Personnel Office 3245 
J.am Iannaccone Student Representative 257-5246 
tharls Kerr Athletic Office 3209 
James Linn Music 3157 
Ahren Sadoff Physics 3130 
John Stanton Registrar 3129 
DISCOVER 
NEW SPRING Glf'T COLLECTION 
AT 
ASIA HOUSE 
<;;ALLERY 
Art APPRAISALS 
MEADOW AT GREEN 
DMLY 11.00-5 00 SUNDAY 1005 DO 
_ SAB Presents: 
A11 ev8ni119 of music & maglC 
EsCf:1,pes · .. 
- · , · -· RS.P. 
Fir~eating 
_Sat~ Feb. ·8, 1975 , 
_ 9:00- P.;M. -
-.;:_,. -.€ros·sr«,ad,s .· - . . ---
'. • ,, 1 •,: , ','·:. , •' •I ,I ,•I w.., 
~ ..... . 
Sword swalloWing 
Tickets $1 
... , ~ .... -··· 
_·}~.~-,_t::~;~.tJ.:::~~:-~;;~"i{~(-_:,;: .. :: __ ·--.\ ;--.,_-:_-:- ·":· 
'"' ~- •'... ,. 
Available at offic_e of 
cam.~~s activities &· .at door 
'-
.,..,,.._ 
- ., .... ' ll '~ {l [ :"' . ,~ " .• ~-.,,-:r · '" .. ; ·i • ' , .• 
_ .... _.- • _.,..._ ... • ~1, t, ,t,.-.,,.~ ,C1.....ii} ii. 1 •J,, 
• - 7 •• -, : ••• J J. 
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. One student's reaction to Betty Muka 
Mrs. Muka, 
For the past three years I 
thave been hearing about your 
exploits and your opinions of 
what is right or wrong for other 
people. I personally do not care 
to have you as my spokesperson, 
and am writing this letter to 
express my disg-ust at your 
actions during. Phil Berrig-an's 
talk at the college Tuesday night. 
In Mark Engstrom's article 
(The Ithacan. Jan. 30, 1975) you 
are quoted as having said, ''I'm 
here in defense of my country." 
Your idea of defending our 
eountry and most especially our 
student 5, is to· do your damndest 
to prpvcnt any onp holding 
opinions <·ontrary to yours from 
having thPir s,1.v. In short.you 
are undermining this country's 
rnnstit.utional provi~w·, \or the 
free speech of its citizen~. This is 
called l'Cnsor<sh1p. 
You ha,'l' n•pcatedly med-
diPd in thl' affairs of others. I am 
~ 1 I 
now refering to your mterfer-
. ences in the Mark]es F1ats -· 
alternative school, your running 
to call the F .B.I. · because yo_u 
think students are so incapable of 
J,hinking for themselves that 
they will be incited to destroy 
the government-on the words of 
a man you consider dangerous, 
and your lack of facts to support 
your opinions. This is my idea of 
danger, Mrs. Muka: not being 
allowed to hear the other side of 
arr· i;sue, and not being able 
therefore to think for onesself. 
Last year I read a statement . 
of yours in which you said that 
<·o-ed dorms are detrimental to 
thl• student body. Your reason-
m~ was tl:!at students are "pres-
«ured" into living in these dorms 
when in fact we don't want to, 
,ind that this type of living 
prt,motes "living together" and 
<·asual sexual encounters be-
l wePn the residt'nls of the 
,lorms. I would.he interested to 
~------- ·---------------------1 
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i Q MfST~NRUT 
Si! The .::r ... 
•~ of Coffee' 
Ml..,. in low• 
- .zo9SOUTll•ANW Donut, -4tt.llLLA"GIIIIII 
know how you caµie to this 
conclusion. , Did you take . a 
campus-wide poll? Did you.5_p_eak 
to a representative' number·of 
students? Did you even give a 
thought to -ibe facts before 
making such statements to the 
Ithaca community? 
I am sorry for your sake that 
you consider students as spine-
less as it-appears you do. How do 
you explain the fact that stu-
dents have not requested the 
abolishment of co-ed dorms'! 
How do you explafo the fact that 
such a large number of Ithaca 
College students specifically· re-
quest to live in_ these dangerous 
and immoral dormitories'! Are, 
we all able to .be coerced by our 
"peers", whoever they are (I 
myself was never pressured as to 
. my style of living here at I.C.)'! 
This country for which you 
have appointed. yourself as 
spokesperson was formed to 
provide a place where people 
l'<>Uld freely express their -
opinions, choose their religion, 
and live as they chose without 
oppression. It is these very 
concepts of Awerican freedom of 
('hoice that you seek to destroy. 
With sadness, anger, sincer-
ity and hope for the LC. 
<'<>mmunity, 
Elisa Meredith Nazeley 
Valentine (a co-<>d) Dorm 
Class of 1977 
Message from Burgevin __ 
.:-;tudents who· took Con-
temporary Social Issues or The 
~pace of Intimacy" from Jules D. 
.. /' 
.Board. Of Trustees ''chairman 
' -
responds to tuition protests 
To the Editor; 
I have read with special 
interest the.editorial published in 
the January 23rd edition of the 
ITHACAN on the. subject of the 
proposed ·tuition intrease for 
1975-76. Thank you for e~press-
ing your concern aqout the 
proposed tuition increase for 
· Ithaca College students, . 
Many of the students .have 
clipped the coupon on the matter 
of the student tuition increase 
and sent it to me while others 
have written letters expressing 
their points of view. It is not 
pos:,il)le for me to answer these 
individually and my response 
_would ~e the ~ame in each case in 
any event. 
I. too, am concerned about 
1h<' growing cost of . higher 
· education and the other mem-
bers of the Board of Trustees 
share mv sentiments. We must 
all rt·rn~mber that the budgt•t 
pr<J('edurl· has been moving along 
through the planning process for 
somt• time now, including a 
thoroug-h airing by the Budget 
Planning Committee which in-
eludes students. I can assure you 
that l he Board will discuss the 
mattPr fullv at its meeting next 
\H'l'k. V•h: all hope that these 
dPlilwrations will pr_oduce a 
liudgt·l representing the best 
thinking- of all the trustees, 
-;[ udents, Jaculty. administra -
tors, and outside trustees alikl'. 
Sin.cerely yours, 
David Laub 
('hairman, Ithaca College 
Board of Trustees 
Danno~· 
,Yogurt 
Sponsors 
Contest· 
Art students at colleges and 
universities throughout the 
Eastern United States have been 
invited to take part in a unlque 
poster design . compet~tion for 
cash prizes. The Second Annual 
Poster Design Competition, is 
sponsored by the makers of 
Dannon Yogurt and the 
challenge is to design a poster 
that reflects the "natural and 
fresh" qualities of Dannon. 
Top prize in this year's 
contest· is $1,000, and there will 
be nine other cash awards, 
including $7 so for second place, 
$500 for third, S200 for fourth 
and six honorable mentions of 
$50 each. Last _year, students 
from over I 00 colleges and 
univ.er s Hies entered ·-the 
competition. _ 
In all cases, the Dannon 
container must appear in the 
11oster, and the poster must 
reflect the theme of "natural 
and fresh." Additional details on 
the contest and information 
regarding yogurt, are available at 
the college's Art Department 
offices. Deadline for this years 
entries is February l 0, 197 S. 
Top prize las1 year went to 
J arnes Broderick of the 
University of Bridgeport in 
Connecticut.· 
Burg-evin PhD, Associate Pro· "Careers in Veterinary Medicine" will be the topic of the lecture 
ft•s!:.or, Sodology, in the fall to bt• given on Monday. February 17th, from 12:00 noon to 12:50 p.m. 
S<'mester. 1974 may pick up their in FriE>nds .206. 'Guest speaker will be Dr. Robert Kahrs from the 
papt-rs and journals in the office Veterinary College, Cornell University. Th'is is the.fourth in a series 
of Jon Laskowitz. Assistant oflectures,sponsored by the Orientation to Allied Health Professions 
Professo!:, Sociology, Muller class. Mrs. Norma Wasmuth, the instructor, has opened the class to 
Faeulty Center.:· · · · ·. visitors who want to attend one or more lectures in the series. ~ -
Thank you so much, 
Jules D. Burgevin Ph.L 
Visit the IJSSR 
March 16 to.March 30, 1975· 
I . -
IIIIIIINIIIIIIIIIIIIIIWllll-lllalllll ... 1 RIIIIIUIIII-MIIIIHIIIIIIZ 11 hl-1 
Local Ithaca gr~up to visit l\losc~w, ·Kiev, _Leningra~ _ 
$799 includes:-roundtrip· air fair from N.Y.C 
A.ir transportation within USSR 
all lodgings & meals, sightseein~,. ballet·& opera ticket~ 
- Tour conducted· by expei-i~nced 
.. <01111H1n conas local tour ·guide· 
call 273-1>156 evenings · •- ,,-OPEN Ii. 00 a.rn. ··-1 I :00 p,m. 7 DA VS I l ·• 
------·------------------------------r-----------------------------~--~----·---------------------~----------;·-----------~--------------, 1 PIRR01S PIZZA \useihisCouPon 
try our -pizzas. then . our pr,_ces 
T \I\L \I)\ \ \'I' \(;E OF Ol I'. col PO\:-: 
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- I -- . 
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I 
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I 
I 
I Pil!l!O'~ P~ZZ-\ :.?72- l<J:iO I . _, , . . 
··-------------~---------~--~~-!"'-~~-.. --: - ' - . - ; : . .-, ' , ' ' ' -
272~ 1950 ! this Col,i"P,on. 
I Pizzas l ': ,•, .• 
We Hove: Subs 
! , -lO-l \\\ State St~e~t ! 2 0 c_ off_ i 
• Italian Foods -- • -• I , I • . . ~ -I I J I · ·- • ·.·_ . -----, 1· ·. 
\ 
: J;°,n;ted free delivery_ I.C.. G.U .. , fthacc;1 c~mmunity ~ ·: ~o·n Large,' -p,_z;~a_. .. ·' . · __ :~'J:. . .-· 
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' . . . 
· S~udent- co~~e~_s. 
-. will- ·fight ·calender chan·g~ 
A run off election to establish 
Student Congress representa-
tives from· the school of Allied 
Health was discussed Tuesday 
night. Other · Co~gressi~nal 
activ.ities were a unammous 
decision to fight the calendar 
change proposed by _the Calendar 
Committee. 
to use its influence to disuade the · Roberts spo~e on February_ 4._ 
Community Council from making Those who atte~d are askeil to· 
a conclusive vote to change the · fill out an evaluation sheet, even 
Spring calendar. The ~ · if they do not ~Y for the entire 
changes would have sehool begin talk. -
two weeks later in January and Cindy Miller of the Executive 
end one week later in May. Board reported the seriousness 
The first 15 minutes of the of the f.alse fire alarm situation; 
Community -Council's meeting 79 false fire alarms were. 
tonight- February 6- will be reported last semester. Ithaca 
open for anyone to voice hl!; College is outside of Ithaca's city 
opinion about the changes. limits and the ~ .department is 
Election 
'The run off election will be 
'Tues:clay, February 11, 'in all 
campus cafeterias and the Union 
lo_bby, from 10-4. This election is 
only for Speech-Path students 
and their choices are Chrys 
Childress and Marguerita Mc-
Ginnis. 
Student Congress. has decided 
Other business included a not under obligation by law to 
report from the Presidential respond to the College's alarms. 
Search committee. Each of the The Congress Committee on 
seven candidates. will speak in Health and Safety is reviewing 
the Buffer Lounge of the possible solutions. Before they 
Crossroads during the month of take action they plan to consult 
February (specific dates are Director of Campus Affairs Dave 
listed on a hand-out available in Knowlton for the facts about the 
the UNion.) \Dr. George Owen situation. 
Council 
r continued from page J 
Robert Grant of the school of mittee has suggested that a sum 
Allied Health suggested a revi- be set aside for such inequities. 
sion in the Fall semester calen- Anthony Terrace also suggested 
dar. that a strong effort be made to 
Grant's proposal was for a increase the salary pool, in order 
break between Block 1 and Block that these and other inequities 
2 of the FALL S~MESTER would not be created. A motion 
WITH A DECREASE IN THE ,to endorse the library staff was 
Thanksgiving vacation. ·The mo- approved. 
tivation for such a proposal, said A memorandum was also 
Grant, was due to his concern for submitted by Joyce Albrecht 
studen~ ~orale. ttegistrar Jo~n conce~~ Study Abroad. It has 
Stanton the Calendar Committee been decided that summer 
would look into the matter.· programs would no longer be a 
. . · part of the Study Abroad 
.The .. Library Faculty s~b- ·Committee due to finance. 
~1t_~ a '!1emo~d~ statmg Albrecht had submitted a 
d1SSa~1Sfaction with'. th~. pn:sent program that was affected by 
salaries. Apparentlf the libra- this decision. 
rians are prud co11;51derably less The Faculty Council voted to 
than all nther ~ull time Faculty. at formulate a committee to deal 
!.~.They receive $9,009 for rune with Albrecht's and other related 
months. , d d' d The Budget Planning Com- problems,- an a JOUrne . 
Center 
continued from page I 
To become a staff member, 
one must fill out an application 
and then, if accepted, go through 
a rigorous training program. The 
training takes place at the end of 
August and lasts from two to 
three days (24 hours per day). 
The program, which i,s extremely 
intensive, includes role playing 
and lectures. If anyone- is inter-
ested in becoming a volunteer, 
·contact Dave Knowlton at x149 
or 274-3149. 
The CrisisCenter is here for 
the benefit of the students. The 
volunteers are willing and able to 
work with people, to help, and 
most important, to listen. If you 
need help or just want someone 
to talk to, feel free to dial xl58 or 
274-3158. Isn't it nice to know 
someone's listening? 
. . . 
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Student 
.Health 
Counseling 
If you need counseling or 
just plain information on birth 
control or venereal disease there 
is a student run service at IC to 
help you. The organization, 
Student Health Counseling, is 
located in the basement of Dorm 
Ten and is operated five nights 
per week by a staff of a dozen or 
so student volunteers who have 
been trained by Dr. David 
Hammond, director of the Health 
Center. 
The service primarily han-
dles counseling on birth control 
for IC women. The Health 
Center, one of the first in the US 
to offer contraception to its 
students, requires a counseling 
session for any woman interested 
in attaining birth control. A 
session is set up with Student 
Health Counseling in which all 
the various methods of contra-
ception are discussed. The stu-
dent is then referred to th~ 
Health Center or downtown for a 
prescription. 
The organization functions 
as a referral and general infor-
mation source as well. They 
handle referrals to agencies for 
information on abortion and 
inform the student where and 
how to obtain contraception. 
Volunteers in the service also 
:encourage couples and single 
males to drop by the office and 
ask questions or informally dis-
cuss matters. One volunteer 
noted that people are often 
surprised at what they do not 
know about birth control or 
venereal disease. 
The ·volunteers for the ser-
vice are trained in several classes 
taught by Dr. Hammond and 
experts speaking at the begin-
ning of a semester. Volunteers 
are generally not one specific 
major. but people who are 
interested in counseling and 
educ:ttion on birth control. 
According to a volunteer, 
the Health Center followed up on 
several counseling sessions and 
asked students how they felt 
about the results. J'hey found 
students were happy about how 
it · was handled and what they 
learned. 
Origin 
The program origµially be-
gan three years ago by a group of 
IC women solely as a counseling 
service to women on birth 
control. It was first situated in 
the East Tower, then moved to 
the Health Center. Because 
access to the Health Center at 
night was sometimes difficult the 
service moved once more last 
spring to the basement of 
Eastman. About that time it 
wid~ned its horizons to handle 
information and counseling to 
both sexes. 
The Student Health Coonse, 
ling can be reached on centrex 
xl71 and pay phone 274-3171. 
PREMIER SHOWING 
You've seen man stories 
of men breaking t e:law 
lhis is the story of the law 
breakbtg a man . 
. .,--Stacy Keach 
ITHACA·· WATCHED! A film by john Parsons Also starring Harris Yulin and Bridget Polk A Palmyra FiJms.-Aliw Enterprises Production. FEBRUARY 10, 11, 12, ,,I 1.5 > • '. 
-·C:O.LlEGE 
. , . . . 
·1u,11u11u. 
.,···:· .. 
·- ·. 
JOHN PARSONS • WRITER-
DAVID- GOLDMAN · EXECUTIVE PRODUCER 
81111110:15 P.M.. 
$1.00. 
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The Towering Inferno: 
Just Another Disaster? 
by Jay Bobbin 
Undoubtedly, this has been the year of the 
disaster film. ·The screen has brought us mid-air 
plane crashes (Airport), cities crumbling (Earth-
quake), bomb-laden ocean liners (Juggernaut), and 
subway hijackings (The Taking of Pelham 1-2-3). 
This crisis cycle still· isn't' over ... a recreation of the 
Hindenberg tragedy is due this spring. In the midst 
of them all comes the best and most exciting thus 
far--the story of a devastating fire in the world's 
tallest building, "The Towering Inferno". 
The city is San Francisco, and the event is the 
grand o~ning of the Glass Tower, a majestic 
structure of glass and steel that rises 138 stories 
into the air. Just ho·Jr5 before a V.I.P. party to 
celebrate the occasion begins, faulty wiring. in a 
storeroom on the first floor. By the time it's 
discovered, the entire storeroom is consumed in 
the blaze. While this is being attended to, another 
fire starts on another floor, leading architect Doug 
Roberts (Paul Newman) to suspect that some-
thing's rotten in Denmark--and there is. It seems 
that builder Jim Duncan (William Holden) ordered 
his sneaky son-in-law (Richard Chamberlain, in 
quit<: a chattge-of-pace role) to cut electrical costs, 
so the rat installed a cheap wiring ... the primary 
reason for the fire. 
Basically, the film's action is split between 
Newman,s heroics and those of Steve McQueen as 
the fire battalion chief. They are just about 
everywhere, doing just about everything. While 
Newman is try~ng to get three people safely down a 
blasted-out s~a1rwell, McQueen is dangling by cable 
from ~ ~ehcopter (remember "Airport ,75", 
anyone!) m an attempt to save a stuck scenic 
elevator load,ed with people. Between the action 
sequences, we get to meet architect Roberts 
fiancee !Fafe ~unway, who has surprisingly Jittl; 
to do, cons1dermg she gets top billing along with 
McQueen, Newman and Holden), a charming con 
man (that old reliable, Fred Astaire) and his 
intended vi_!;,tim IJenniier Jones, in a fine screen 
com~back), ~ U.S. senator (RobeJTt Vaughn) and a 
pubhc relations man and his secretary (Robert 
Wagner a_nd Susan Flannery) who, unfortunately, 
spend a httle too much time making love in the 
office. Two relatively new performers fare very 
well in their roles: model Susan Blakely as 
Chamberlain,s wife (and Holden,s daughter) and 
football immortal O.J. Simpson as the security 
chief of the Glass Tower. 
. . ln~identally, if you find yourself saying, "This 
1s JUSt hke "The Poseido1tAdventure," there,s good 
re~son. The producer (Irwin Allen, and screen 
writer (Stirling Silliphant), as well as most 
or'Inferno,s·technical staff, also collaborated on the 
other film about an overturned ocean liner. Singer 
Maureen McGovern is even on hand to warble a 
new tune by the team that wrote "The Morning 
Aftc~ for "Poseidon ... 
"Thl' Towering Inferno" is one of those films 
that has to be seen to be believed. For slightly Jess 
than three hours, thrilling special effects and 
.-
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ooiformly fine performances hold you in awe. This 
wasn.t a cheap film to make. having been financed 
by two major studios (20th Centurt-Fox and · 
Warner Bros.). and the expense shows on the 
screen. I honestly don.t think that any future film 
in the disaster genre can top "The Towering 
Inferno". So ifyou,re planning to see only one crisis 
film, I strongly advise you. to make it this one. 
New 007 
closer to zero 
. In an attempt to cash in once again on the 
highly successful James Bond·series, Director Guy 
Hamilton has graced us with The Man Witli The 
Golden Gun. 
Trying to breathe life into the 007 role after a 
twelve year acting absence, Roger Moore just 
doesn't live up to the audience's expectations. A 
poor script and very trite jokes could explain the 
lifelessness in his performance, and his seeming 
lack of concentration. He doesn't compm to Sean 
Connery's suave, sophisticated super sleuth who 
was always one step ahead of the game. Moores 
rendition of BOnd is of aman that slaps worn en 
a~ound, cheats lit~Ie kids and in general, just fights 
dirty. Now that s no way for a secret service 
agent-playboy to act. 
The main thing that slows the film down is the 
lack of a good plot. In this episode, Bond travels to 
Hong Kong to bring back a solar agitator which will 
allow limitless use of solar energy. Yes, even JB is 
trying 1o- alleviate the energy crisis. 
Although the movie itself doesn't make the 007 
grade, it does have a few humorous moments. In an 
effort to make the film relevant, there's even a 
blow for woman's lib, when Bond and the two 
nieces of his Japanese friend are confronted by a 
surge of karate experts. 
~ond, in all his virile splendor, shoves the girls 
to one side, saying, "Stand back, girls." Then, to 
his surprise, and delight, the two oriental wonders 
plow through the human weapons with no more 
ffort th~ it would take to peel.a potato. 
This film has all the key ingredients that 
should make it abox office hit. As the other Bond 
thrillers were. It has elaborate car chases which 
seem to be the vogue these days, shoot outs, and ' 
assort~d da~devil stunts. And, needless to say, 
there. 1s quite an array of big busted, big eyed 
beauties. 
I guess what irks this'reviewer the most about 
~~i~ film is that it'!> a cheap imitation, and although 
1t s not the worst moyie you'li ever see, it suffers 
badly in comparison to its predecessors. And so, 
the search for quality goes on ... 
The Man with the Golden Gun is playing at the 
Strand theater downtown. 
Edi tor's N otc•, Last week's article- Part Two 
of J.,e1111y Bn1<0e 's life stvry was written 
by Jasun Shiruic•r. 
&. TliE BARKING GUITARS 
Free Admission 
Fri. Sat. Sun. 
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by Sam Milgrim . 
. There have· ~D · (!l~Y. _films made on the . 
subject of persons reliitlollships with one another 
and liow they beliave with other ~pie. Some·of 
them have been very funny. and some of them 
haven't been funny-at all: Youil fmd..both of these 
qualities in Mike Nichol's alternately sad and funny 
film, Carnal Knowledge. 
The · stars of this classic film are Jack 
Nicholson, Art Garfunkel (who was the Garfunkel 
in "S~on and Garfunkel"), and Candice Bergen 
I who 1s also Edgar Bergen's daughter. in real life)_ 
Some of the cast is excellent. some are less than 
excellent, but all of them are good,- Nicholson is 
especially believable and good as the more brutal of_ 
the two roommates (the .other ·being Art 
Garfunkel). ' 
1'.he idea of the film--and it is ~ especially 
meamngful and good idea-- is that we Americans 
ar~ immature and foolish in our approach to sex. 
This theme was explored ~ a funny way in the 
Woody Allen·films we saw last week, but here it is 
explored in a sad, fri~_htening, and truly morbid 
w_ay. But, ~f course, there ·are funny lines in the 
p1c_ture, which was written by cartoonist Julius 
F~1fer and directed by Mike Nichols, who also 
directed The Graduate, another fu~ny-sad movie. 
Well worth 50 cents,· it will be presented in TlOl at 
9:30 on 
&:30 on Thursday and 7:00·9 9:30 on Friday. . 
The Jack Nicholson Festival continues on 
Satuday and Sunday with· the film The Last Detail, 
This film (not directed by Mike Niehols--I missed 
t~e credits on this one, sorry) is an exceptionally 
<'mematic film utilizing many interesting camera 
angles and beau~ifully composed sequences to tell 
tlie tale of two men who are ordered to· escort a 
court-marj;ial victim to a brig in another city: On 
the way there. the two guards decide to give the 
.prisoner the wildest weekend, one he'll never 
forget. Nicholson turns in a good performance. 
Just as good, if you ask me, as the one in Carnal 
Kno~~edge. if not better. However, if _you ·tiave 
sens1t1ve ears you may want to skip this ffick 
he<·ause the language is pretty-:-salty. A gritty 
realistic film that touches both.ihe heart and th; 
mind, it is most interesting. . 
The Last Detail will be presented on Saturday 
. and Sunday at 7:00 and 9:30. in T102 for 75 cents. 
(~1ming up at the Ithaflicks next weekend, a Marx 
Bro~. double feature on Thurs. an~ Fri., Monkey 
Business and Room Service and Harold and Maude 
. , on Saturday and Sunday. 
Finally. the world pJ1!miere of Watched starring 
Stal'y Keach comes to I.C. 
'' . . ' . -Music·& Magic" 
On Saturday night Februarv B. ·~Mµsic and 
Ma~ir" will~ presented in the.Crossroads. D~ug 
Mac!)onald an~ J_osepb P_rosch will p"rovide th~ 
music and magic respectively. Mr. MacDonald's· 
repertoire includes rhythm and blues numbers 
c~untry songs. Irish ditties, old time rag tunes: , 
off-the-wall concoctions just for· laughs, and a 
i.:enerous helping _of, his own distinctive composi-
llo.n~ .. Mr. P~osch_gives hi~ audiences not only the 
mag1c1an but the Juggltir, mentalist, escape artist, 
sword swallower, and the fire-eater. Wine, beer, 
cheese and crackers will be available for this most 
intrigu'ingevent which begins at 9p.m. Ti'ckets can 
hP obtained in the Union office. · 
\ 
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'WhatabC>llt 
\ ' 
Bob DYian? 
BY Michael Beeeber 
Rock-music is undergoing an identity crisis. In 
. l!J'.14. rock couldn't: seem to make up its mind 
whether it would head in the direction of jazz, rock 
theatre. or -whatever. The year was full of 
excellent musicians, but there were no standouts. 
We didn't get a superstar as promised by the 
rockologists who told us that the fourth year of the 
decade will give birth to a new superstar, following 
in the footsteps of Elvis in '54 and the Beatles in '64. 
It.was an undistinguished year that will fade away 
in Lillian Roxon's Rock Encyclopedia along with 
1961 and all th~ other undistinguished years. Mll;Dy 
of us tried to jump back into the past, relying on 
the old superstars for sustenance. Last week the 
Beatles were officially dissolved after five years of 
legal hassles. Hendrix is dead,.The Dead are dead 
(or at least temporarily freeze dried)\ and Elvis is 
keeping a close eye on the Grecian Formula 
commercials. What about Dylan? More recently, 
Dylan, too. has faded into th•{ background. He 
carelessly- let "Dylan" slip onto the record racks, 
after which he moved to Asylum Records and gave 
us a blah "Planet.Waves" and a very disappointing 
live album of a very successful concert tour. 
Now Bob is back on Columbia with a new 
album called "Blood on the Tracks". He has 
.ibandoned (no pun intended) the musical services 
of The Band, and is joined Qn this album by Tony 
Brown on Bass, Buddy Cage on Steel Guitar, Paul 
Griffin on Organ and Eric Weissberg with 
Deliverance. Fans of Dylan who remember the 
sound of a decade ago will burst . into smiles the 
seco!}d the needle hits the reeord. It is like a time 
'• ' 
',,_ .. ;..:, 
,.Ir ·•;r :;}·,· 
.. 
trip baclL~.a day when we h~d more superstars 
't~an we eould handle: It is also very refrehing to 
hear the old sound again because The Band tended 
to take J;>ylan's songs out of their original context, 
turning them into shouted rock and roll boogie 
numbers. · -
The record has only been out about a week, 
ancfmy first impressions of it are very good. I say 
first impressions, because it usually takes about a 
month of living with a Dylan album before Ws fully 
digested. · -Dylan has always been a great 
storyteller in music (listen to "Frankie Lee and 
Judas Priest" on the John Wesley Harding album); 
so great, in fact, that his poems often come very 
close to prose. On this album there are several of 
these so-called "stories:" lfrangled Up in Blue", 
"Simple Twist nf Fate" and "Lily. Rosemary and 
the Jack of Hearts" are often striking in their 
mood. One can picture these tales in grainy black 
and white film on the late show, they are 
reminiscent of an era long past. The strongest song 
on the album, however, is an extremely bitter piece 
called "Idiot Wind:9"Idiot wind, blowing every time 
you move your teeth. you're an idiot babe, it's a 
wonder that you still know how to breathe." The 
lytics are almost reminiscent of the mood in 
"Positively 4th Street:" "I wish that for just one 
time you could step inside my shoes, you'd know 
what a drag it is to see you." 
The album is very strong all the way through, 
and will prove to be a great treat for those who 
have grown weary of what Dylan has done in the 
past .two years. But an important question comes 
to mind. Is this return to the style of the sixties a 
healthy one? Has Dylan grown since then, or has 
he given up tryi,!!g_.to change? This reviewer's 
answer to these questions is a hearty "yes", 
follow~d by an equally hearty "no". Yes, this is 
certainly a healthy sign. Bob Dylan was never 
meant to be a shouting rock and roll star with a 
funky band behind him. Dylan is growing. There 
is no way to avoid growth,, and this certainly is a 
positive one. Hi Bob, nice to have you back again. 
_ _, 
TODA Y'S CHUCKLE 
Many people are fearful of a rise in the price 
of gasoline. Others aren't concerned- like the 
government. 
X yphus inv.ades X-roads 
b~ Rick Bernstein 
This , Thusday and Friday , 
XYPHUS will be playing at the 
Crossroads in the Egbert Union. 
The ~>Toup is Ithaca-based and 
plays,::lubs in the Rochester area. 
· as well as The Salty Dog and the 
Unicorn here in Ithaca. The five 
members include Alexander -
O'Brit'n IVibrophone, percuss-
ion. drums), Harry Wellot (Per-
l'Ussion, drums), Ja,es Barbaro 
tGuitar). James Luke !Soprano,' 
.-\Ito. and Tenosax) and John 
Wist•r IRas.<; Guitar). 
Lex started playing the 
drums at the age of nin~ and took 
up the vibrophone in the last two 
),'l'ar?:.. He joined Xyphus a year 
ago and implemented a dramatic 
swill'h over from the basic Rock 
'n Roll format of two guitars, a 
hass and drums to.the Improvi-
sational Jazz they do now. 
Lex, along with Jim Bar-
haro, wi:ites the group's mater-
ial. Jim· has been playing the 
guitar for nine years and teaches 
i~ in Ithaca. He is also the· 
1.,>Toup 's vocalist. Harry, an IC 
student. has been playing the . 
drums since grade school and has 
started to experiment !{ith the 
wide array of percussion instru-
ments. 
The "three cases of junk", as 
thl• group jokingly refers to it. he 
travels with •. contain a flexotone. 
ta long metal strip lhat produces 
a sound similar to'a musical saw), 
. · a Kahasa. (a gour.d that is shaken 
inside a · fishnet of shells), a 
fuika, a Jav~nese Button Gong,' 
Triangles. Congas, and a host of 
others. 
Jazz improvisation is a distinct 
for·m of music. Unlike hard cord 
Rock ·n Roll it does not 
ov••rwhelm the listener's sc·nses 
with an extravagant sound sys-
lPm. Hut instead it attracts the 
listener to· participate; it leads 
tht• audience through a series of 
musical images and moods. How 
WP!l these images are sustained 
and how completely these moods 
arc• created is one possible 
l'riteria for this type of music. 
This is totally dissimiliar to the 
sounds of Bachman-Turner -
Overdrive, for only through 
l'Xposure can you develop a taste 
fol" Jazz. Xyphus is a young and 
developing exponent of this 
music genre. One requirement 
for any group, and especially 
Ja7.7., is a rapport. Theyve got it. 
These guys down. kid and horse 
around with each other musicallv 
and otherwise but still retain ;_ 
seriousness about their musil·. 
Music is their whole liie and it 
shows to their credit. 'l'he way 
tht>y respond to each other's 
stresst•s and di!,'Tessions demon-
st rate a ~uperh sympathy for one 
another. This is vital to Jazz 
Improvisation. 
When you go·this Thursday 
or Friday at 9:00, don't come 
ino.;idt> with any pre-conceived 
notions of the music; simply, let 
it wash over you. Be receptive 
and you'll experience a very 
Pnjoyahlt• evening. 
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I.C.HOCKEY 
WICB Sports will provide play . by play 
coverage of the hockey game between Ithaca 
College and Army starting at 2:00 PM on Sat. Feb. 
8 on WICB-FM. 
· JUSTJAZZ 
"Journey" by Aft Narden wjll be the featured 
album on WICB-AM's Just Jazz on Saturday, 
February 8, from 2-5 PM. While Narden is a 
keyboard artist, he is primanly known as an 
arranger and composer. The studio band on this 
album features the top names in jazz today, with 
such greats as Billy Cobham, Chick Corea, and Joe 
Farril. Join Host Marc Wollin for Just Jazz. 
ONEOFAKIND 
PART II OF A ONE OF A KIND CHICAGO 
SPECIAL WILL BE FEATURED ON WICB-FM 
FROM 12:15-1 PM ON SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 
8. JOIN HOSTESS IRENE YELLON AS SHE 
RELATES "CHICAGO's"SUCCESS STORY AS 
WELL AS PLAYING THE GROUPS GREATEST 
HITS. 
COMEDY TONIGHT 
David Steinberg's new album "Booga Booga" will 
be featured on WICB-AM's Comedy Tonight on 
Saturday, Feb. 8, from 8. 8:30 PM. 
lfflACA HAPPENINGS 
Philip Berrigan, a controversial figure of the last 
decade, will be the guest on WICB-FM's Ithaca 
Happenings on Friday, Feb. 7 at 6:15 PM. Join 
Host Roger Chiocchi and Guest Co-Host Paul Stern 
as Berrigan's philosophy and view of contemporary 
society will be discussed. 
I ~.~!!.~a .. ~.~:~., I Ithaca College this weekend (Feb. 7-9). All, at 
Walter Ford Hall, are free to the public. 
In the regularly scheduled program at 1 p.m. 
Friday, the performers are Mary Nieber, piano, 
Colin Spence, viola, Nelle Murphy, oboe, Welles 
Still, trumpet, the Ithaca Violoncello Ensemble 
with Terry Forsyth, solo cellist and Val Bird, 
vocalist. They are pupils of Mary Ann Covert, 
Jennie Hansen, Peter Hedrick, James Ode and 
Einar Holm at the School of Music. 
Music for trumpet will be played at 2 p.m. 
Saturday, (Feb. 8) by Music School senior Dan 
Ehrenfreund. He is a student of Prof. Herbert 
Mueller. 
At 2 p.m. Sunday !Feb. 9), Ken Cl:irk will give 
his senior piano recital. He will play .Sonata in. E 
llat Major by Haydn, Ballade in F Major, Opus 38 
hy Chopin, Etudes in C sharp minor and D sharp 
minor by Scriabin. Also to be heard are five pieces 
~ from Volume II of Vincent Persichetli's Poems for 
~ Piano and Alborado del 1Gracioso from Ravel's ; 
Miroirs. Clark is a pupil of Prof. Ronald Regal. 
Mezzo-soprano Penelope Bilzas has set her 
junior recital for 4 p.m. Sunday. Assisted by 
pianist Susan Goldy. she will perforn1 airs by 
Handel and Mozart and groups of songs by Brahms, 
Faure and Debussy. Her concluding selections are 
excerpts from Poems of Love and the Rain by Ned 
Rorem. The vocalist is studying at the School of 
Music .with Prof. Angus Godwin. 
... --. IC Hockey and B~sketball on WI-CB! 
- . 
Feb ~ Hockey v_s ~rock.port 7PM WICBFM 
Feb 15 Hockey vs Buffalo 2 PM· WICB FM 
- . 
~eb 15 1$asketba;tl vs Hartw~ 8 PM WICB FM 
.. ·.; 
,• - ' . ._· '"".il" ·~... . .:. 
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·~ • • • • I -. • • r. • 
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, Feb 17 Hockey vs RIT 7:30 PM 
WICB FIi 
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Road games ~aster 
for Bomber quintet 
Wonien s .basketball 
By Rich Berg 
"finished with 31 points and seconds still _showed on the clock. 
Charlie Johnson with 18. I.Q. had · Officially, Doherty drebbled the 
a 41·35 halftime lead and ball and moved it about forty feet 
What can ypu say about a increased the margin to 20 points · in one second. The timer staJ'!,ed 
basketball team that leads by with 12 minutes remaining. The the clock late and the offieials 
eleven points with just over a - Bombers still led by 16 points didn't mak_e any adjustments 
minute to play and loses?Or, with six minutes in the game and with the clock. 
By Tina Klecha 
The lady Itbaean hoopsters left 
nothing · to chance as they 
disposed of Brooklyn College last 
Thursday night 81-81 ~d on 
Tuesday swamped Hartwi«:]t 
·whether it be turning golden 
seoring opportnnities to lead, 
robbing the opponents of their 
scoring turn, or wearing d~wn on 
a team's stamina. Distribution of 
scoring and rebounding tallies 
included~ once again, at least 11 
players. leading by four points with four then Albany narrowed down the It is reported that the timer 
seconds remaining and still not lead to eleven points with a little admitted that it was his first 
winning? The Ithaca College morithan a minute to play. time operating the clock. 
College 85-.37. 
In the three opening games of 
the season- since Christmas 
vacation, the ladies have.averag-
ed 82.3 points per game with a 
field goal shooting percentage 
standing upwards'of 42%. While 
Looking toward the future, 
Coach Kostrinsky feels that the 
next five games will be the teams 
toughest. A road campaign in 
Massachusetts this weekend 
playing Worchester Friday and. 
Springfield on Saturday will 
require· the ladies to maintain 
their P.resent peaking pace. 
Returning from the road games, 
the lady ·Bombers face undefeat-
ed .Cortland at Cortland the 12th 
at 7:00P.M. Rival Cortland will 
put forth its best team in ~nt 
years in an attempt to thwart the , 
Bomber wave. 
Bombers were asking the same You would think that it would 
question Saturday night after be almost impossible not to win. 
their 111-94 overtime defeat Not so. Albany closed the gap to 
against Albany State in the nine points with a field goal and 
capitol city. chipped the lead down to six 
The answer to this_ question , points on a questionable th~ 
or rather the solution to the point play. Ithaca had possession 
problem unfortunately appears o'f the ball and an Albany player 
tc be out of the Bombers hands. made a steal. 
The J.C. basketball team lost 
all three of their games this past 
week.all three games were on 
the road and in some cases it 
appears theBombers were thje 
Victims of the home court 
advantage and home town 
officiating. 
The Bombers were in charge 
for most of the contest · with 
Albany led by Bruce Jones who 
ICKEY' 
MUSIC STOR 
20 I S. TIOGA ST. 
ITHACA, N.Y. 
272-8262 
Now ·---guitars. 
banjoes and records 
Pitzer knocked down 
In dribbling the ball upcourt 
the player knocked Dave Pitzer 
to the court floor but no call was 
made. Albany scored another 
field goal to trail by four points 
and LC. had the ball. But things . 
just didn't fall the Bombers way. 
Ithaca was called for an 
offensive foul with four seconds 
to go and Albany went to the foul 
line to shoot two foul shots. They 
hit on both and the Bombers led 
by two and they had control of 
the ball. It's still in the bag, 
right? Forget it. Jim Doherty 
took the ball from underneath his 
own basket and dribbled the ball 
towards the midcourt line. 
At midcourt Doherty was 
called for traveling and Albany 
got possession. Time should have 
expired by this time but three 
~ ... ,.... • 
I.!_!!}\\' TO · 
ll'HE ••u•nn 
l(~l.,OTHES 
\(:ELLAR 
The HAPPY HOME of 500() SWEATERS 
Also JEANS. CORDUROYS & TOPS 
DOWNSTAIRS COSENTIN.l'S SHOES IOME. 13Ca'E. STATE· 
SAB 
Presents 
game sent into overtime 
busily cascading the hoop with 
Albany's Ed Johnson put in a points, the Jadies maintained a 
bucket at the bUZ?.ert that sent stingy defense allowing an 
the game into overtime. Albany average of 31.6 opponent points 
went to the foul line nineteen per game and brandishing the 
times in the overtime period opposition with this superb 
connecting on seventeen. Ithaca man-to-man defense. 
didn't shoot any fouls in Thursday evening's game was 
overtime. . perhaps the best balanced 
TC allstars 
On Tuesday night the Bombers performance the women have. 
traveled to Hartwick and lost given to date. Led by junior 
68-66. Hartwick is ranked the top · Reba Nash (18 points and 20 
small college team in New York rebounds), the Bombers impene-
::rnd has a record of 15-2. Again trable defense thwarted Brook-
there was the feeling that the Jyn's efforts at the hoop, forcing. k 
Bombers had been victims 0r the city college into desperation Ou ts ate s 
"homers"as they were called for shots at the goa). Complete 
women 
key fouls which proved costly· domination of the boards coupled 
Charlie Johnson played only with the ability to select and 
twenty minutes because of foul execute the percentage shot 
trouble but still led the Bombers restrained any threat from The lady lthacans ice hockey 
in scoring with 22. Bruce Jones Brooklyn. team was out skated Saturday 
continued to play his ussual high Twelve players t;illied in the . g by the Tompkins All 
scoring game with 18 points. scoring column, four in dou~le · =-0. Riip1t from the start 
. Jones led theBo1!1bers _off~n- _fi~ •• F~~~ bf lJ~-~b:~ theA11Stars1>ut·J)ressurirnnI.C. 
sive attack on Fnday with 15 18 "pomts were:N'ancy-- 'Bilodeao · · b k ping· the puck in Ithaca's 
points as Ithaca lost to RPI with 12 points, Mary .. Satch" z!ne :r almost the entire period. 
72-56. Alger with 11 points and Colleen 1 C 's oalie Lori Mike In the last four road games Murphy with 10 points. A total of · · re g ted ' oal shots only 
Ithaca has been eal!ed for _113 64 ,reboun~ .w~_swept·off the· :t!°Ca';:\.w!;:'lide ~ her.°~'tbe 
personal fouls while their boards, ~11ted among 12 first riod. The ·freezing 
opponents were call~ for 67. players. . • . weath: at 8 A.M. at Cass Park 
Ithaca has shot a medmn 30-51 Nash's outstatiding offeDSJVe tb t·me betw r-
from the f«?,u~ line, in ~h~- past four .~awjng._'JV&S equilibrated·:by' the: · -=~· .. ~'- ~ --~~:,~ 
games while the opposmg teams defensive tenacity of Bilodeau. ·Chi Prumo replaced Lori 
shot 77 -115. Murp~_y, J?ee Dee Mayes, and Mike in the goal cage for the 
The Bombers are now 6: 10 and Debbie Gnswold. d riod She knew that 
have a week _before thell' next One ~statisti~ that is rather :::ad :e tough assignment after 
gam~. They will open up ~ seven overwhelming IS the number of viewing the first period of play. 
game home ~d next W ednes- people capable «!f ~ming ~ Action went back and forth on 
day agamst RIT. for the team,. mdicated JD the the ice until the All Stars scored 
scattered _sconng and rebound- again.. The Tompkins girls' 
ing. ~ ~ bas · the stickwork seemed more than 1.C. 
capabili~y. ·that if a player has a could handle. 
poor mght, t~ s always · · ·· I.C. got a greak when one of 
someone who will come through the All Stars got penalized for 
for ~·" ~ Coach high sticking. Although I.C. had 
Kostrinsky · . Certainly. t~ . team the one woman advantage, they 
~ffort ovemdes any mcliVIdual- were unable to score on the 
lSID on the ~, · ·-. power play. 
Tuesday mgbts conquest- of.., Ithaca concentrated its ef-
Hart~~k proceeded ~ng the fort on defem!_e and kept the 
same Jines as the preVIOUS two Tompkins girls' from searing 
games. The formula '?f man-1?-- again in the second period. 
man defense combmed with In the third periO'i the lady 
~t sbootin0g from the flf:ld lthacans _put· the p~ure on 
cont~ued the ~. of donun- with repeated shots on goal but 
ance ov_er the oppositiob. the Tompkins goalie was able to 
i Consistently the defense does rotect the goal area. 
: the ~ to opponents, P A Night of Oldies _.,_ 
With 
ms 
FEATURING.FRED PARRIS 
SaL :Feb..~- Ford Nd A .. cltorium 
Two Shows a a 10 PII Al TICkets 12.50 
Ticiets Naro Oa&.~ At 
. £,:bat U~'io11, Wil'lanl: Stroiglt.. .. 
. : MidtoiniiM,attls, Bf Ma.je'N'S.,.~u ·S_@,.JC!i! ______ ___ 
------. -··-- - ---- ·------~---
_/ -
,, - _.,,, - _. ~ - :....· .. 
MAYERS SMOKE SHOP 
1,,e•liik,I a, -
All S~oker'• ~Suppli• 
Pa))erbound Boob· · 
·,. 
·~:.. ' -''' . . . .. . -
... 
.,,....,,=,,,.,..,.....,,.,,.,,..,====~-:,,::,,=~=-=~~~~":""':7~~'1:'m'":Ti::::~~~=:~~~~c-,-;-~--;-:-:-:-~----. -.. ,_., •~~ ~;-,F~~~~67~P.e9 
. . ~ -- ·. r Bombers sweep three races Goldson 
Biri_·g·. ··1tamton_·_and Hobart s.!~::'::..'i:P:..:::e· conffnuedfmm •• ,,, 
Gillies in the 50 Free, but the as a non-person, and 
real damage was done by the buyer . . 
WID• on· both boards, and miraculous. come back. The Sta- Ithacans with baclt to back 1.hPrefore the1r .Ii!~stY1es are By ·Dave Rives . - . . treated as non-existent, quaint, 
-:- .. --Kirkpatrick won his two favorite tesm~m came out fighting after sweeps m the 200 Back and 500. or old-fashioned. Basically sh~ 
·There's no ·place like home for races in the 200 yard IM_and the Handler's win to sweep the ~I)" Free. E!<>b McCormack ~k said "The new improved product 
"the Ithaca College· swimming 200 yard Backstroke. yard Butterfly and then tan.e a s~co~d m the back,_ while of mass cliche is just as phoney as 
team. _:: ·-- . · Following the opening relay 1-3 finish in the 100 Free. j'1tzsimmons added his second th Id · 
Paced by double winners Scott win, Ithaca swept the 1,0QO Free · Ithaca came back to show the behind Wilson in the 500 Free. e_oSpeoa:1~g of television's 
_ Handler and Steve .Kirkpatrick, and went 1-3in both the 2~0 and visitors who - was boss by powerbase, Ms. Goldson empha-
and Frank Fitzsimriton's .record 50 races.Fitzsimmons set his new sweeping the 200 yard Bick- Ithaca tically sta~d "Whena network 
smashing performance in the- mark in the 1,000 yard Free,. stroke race, as Bob McCormack show goes on, it goes into the 
1,000 yard Freestyle, the _ breaking Bud -Rimbault's old swam his best race of the season G homes of American as a new 
Ithacans defeated Hobart Col-. 1972 standard by two seconds .. to fi.nish second behind Kirk- ymnaStS standarizt>d member of the fam-
, lege last night in the I.C. pool by Co-captain Steve Wilson placed - patrick. ily. The attraction power of 
a score of 74-39. si>cond behind Frank in that Back to back yictories by U d , -f. d television is not dependent on 
The win, I°.C.'s second in a race. Freshman Mike Quinn from Wilson in the 500 Free and by ll e J eate what the program presents, it is 
row, evened the score from last Buffalo .followed Fitzsimmo11's Mark Laff in th_e 200 yard just what tv is there. It has_been 
year's- 60-49 upset loss i~ 1,000 win- with- a victory in __ the -Breaststroke wrapped up the · given t)le power to alter the facf' 
Geneva, and raised the Bomber's 200 Free, with Fitz coming b'ack win for the Itacans. Laff, Ithaca's The Ithaca College women.- of the country without a vote 
record on the s~ason to 4-6. LC. to take a third. Bruce Gillies, top 200 Breaststroker swam his gymnasts have met four teams being taken." 
faces a pair of tough dual meets, Ithaca's top sprinter, edged out best race of the season for the this season, and have defeated all 54 new serials were repor-both at home with RPI this Hobarfs fast Web Bingham in win. four. The most recent victories tedly launched this past Septem-
Saturday and with Brockport the 50 Free, followed by Kevin "All the guys swam well came in a dual meet against her. 29 of the prime time show-; 
. next Tuesday. . Remmen in third.. tonight,"· remarked Ware, "this University of - Vermont and feature men without any conn<',-
The- Ithacans put together "I took a chance on putting was a big-win for us which should Albany (SUNYA). Ithaca scored tion to· women. "The male 
their best meet .of the season· Fitzsimmons in back to back give us some momentum heading' a 75.15, Vermont scored a 70.20, savious rolP is predominant. A 
against Hobart, as they took races, thinking that we might -into Saturday's with ·RPT · and Albany scored a 65.15. Last male star of the show swoops 
both relays and won nine out of- need some early points," re- week at Brockport, the Ithacans down and saves the victim from 
11 individual _races. Co-captain marked varsity coach Bill Ware. Swimmers defeat Binghamton scored a 77.74 to Brockport's his fat<'. Wonwn are usually the 
Handler and Kirkpatrick contin- "He came close to taking a. 73.19. victims. Eight times more so 
ued their dual for the team second, but as it turned out we lthaca College's s.wimmers snap- Some of the highlights of the than the man". Th<' idea of thl' 
scoring leadership. Handler, who- really didn't need the points." ·ped a three meet losing streak dual meet with - Albany· and mall' bPing supreir,e saviou'r who 
has been recovering from a week Following Handler's win in the with a 63-49 victory over University of Vermont are as doesn·t iwed ..i.nymore social 
long bout.with the flu, was back one meter Dive, it looked like Binghamton St. last Saturday in follows: In vaulting, Debie Leach interaction than a one night 
_in his old form l~t _night to easily. Hobart was on the verge of_ a Binghamton. took second place with a 7 .55, stand with a woman reigns 
The Bombers took the opening followed by teammates Tina predominantly. 
The.J!~aca Oancemakers will pres91rt a concert 
Fe~ruary 7 -and 8 at 8:15 ·p.m. in the Arena Theatre at _Ithaca 
College .. Tickets for both performances will be 9n sale 
. , 
for $2.00· (side seats) and $3.00 (center seaµ) at, Ithaca 
- I . 
College's Egb~rt- Union, Mayers Smoke _Shop, and at the. door. - . 
relay an.d .won 8 out of eleven Copilhorn with a 7.o5 in fifth and Now television is trying to 
individual events en route to that Marny Fornwalt with a 7 .O in port ray w•lmen with the same 
win, raising their record to 3-6 on sixth place. On the uneven formula it usPs for the male . 
. the season. parallel bars, Janice Pasquale "GivP a woman'a gun, make her 
Saturday's meet was a plea- placed first with a score of 6-55, pretty. and let her swop down 
sant change for Ithaca, who while -Debie Leach took fourth and rescue thl' passive victim 
dropped a pair of heart breaker~ with a 5.6, and Pam Frey took. from his fatl'. It won't work. It's 
to Geneseo and Cortland State, sixth with a 4·65· O~ balance like saying rPplace every in-
last · week. The Bombers had beam, Ithaca took first place · stance of a man's voice with a 
three double winners during the with a score of 6-25 by Be_tsy woman's and we'll have equali-
afternoon. Simmon~. ~n floo~ exerc~se, tv ... 
Bruce Gillies, IC's top sprinter Betsy Simmons agam took first · In summation, Ms. Goldson 
won his races in both the 50 and place with a score of 7 ·2• She w~s slated "we need to allow all 
100 Freestyle events. Co-captain followed. by team~ates Leshe different kitids of social groups to 
Steve Wilson took care of the Ber~an m f~urt? with _a 7:0 and have time on the medium. They 
.middle'distance events with wins debie Leach m sixth wit~ a 6.45. have to be authentic and suf-
in the 200 and 500 Free races, It was a well•deserved victory· ficiently variahle. The merchan-
while freshman Frl\nk Fitz- dize of tv is you, bodies and 
simmons completed the Born- heads, not time. Television will 
ber'sdomination in the freestyles Grant do anything to attract attention 
with a win in the 1,000 Free. and join your family. I haven't 
Fitzsimmons also won the 200 thP answPrs. hut what we need i!. 
yard Individual 'Medley race. dPmocracti<" dehate. You can't 
Framk added a second in the 500 co11ti11ucd from puKe 2 understand what t v is doing to 
Free to -pace the Bomber's d S 1ur culture hy watching televi i<" pr()"rams in the Unite tates 
scoring attack with 13 po_in_ ts.' " d f ,ion. You ha Vl' lq look at our 
Kirpatrick wins pair · 
Stev; Kirkpatrick won -h1s·race 
in the 200 yard Backstroke, but 
. that win turned out to be the 
bigg~st of the night,· as his time 
of 2:Q8.4 set both a new 
Binghamton ' pool record and 
lowered his own school mark by 
--0ver a fiiil second. Mark Laff won 
the 200 yard Breaststroke late in 
the meet-to wrap up the victory. 
Co-captain Scott Handl_er, 
recovering from a week long 
bout with the flu, added a pair of 
seconds on both the one arid 
and Canada increase rom -
14.000 to 79,000 between 1964 :ultun• ... 
and 1870. Teaching photography 
is cost Iv. - The demand is 
increasi~g faster than educa-
tionai institutions can keep up. 
"The -importance of photo- · 
graphy has never bee~ more 
widely accepted," Kesb1shoglou 
added, "in education, in govern-
ment, in industry. Students 
have long been taught how lo 
analyze what they read. No~. 
since we are bombarded daily 
with pictorial messages,'we need . 
to improve their vi~ual literacy." 
.
1 IIRNOlD 
PRINTING 
CORPORATION 
41& I a,1 s·1a1e Str<'t·I. 
Ithaca. NY 1-tXSO 
FOR ALL YOUR 
PRINTING NEEDS 
607-272-7800 
ttiree·meter boards. Handler has _______ ..;. _____ ...,; ____________ "I 
now ssored 76 points to lead the ~ 
-
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hanging ~andles, If Y ~u Love Her, 
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"'· CHANNEL SIX PROGRAMMING,WEEK OF FEBRUARY t0-13 
7:30 NEWS· SCENE ... your news reported by your 
contempories. 
The following Is the broadcast schedule for Sunday 
evening February 9, t 975. 
7:45 ALL KINDS' 0°F PEOPLE ..• program deals With 
community service organlJations In Ithaca 
.. 8:00 WORLD BENEATH THE SEA .. historica1 facts 
about the discovery and early use of· 011 and the· 
development of off Shore drilling equipment down 
7:00 NEWS SCENE ... Join the News Scene Team as 
they bring you the latest on current is,ues. 
7:30 THE MAGNIFICENT . OUTDOORS ... all 'of 
nature's sptendor comes to life as activities such as deep 
sea fishing, duck hU'.'ting,and yachting are brought Into 
view. 
through the years. . · • 
8:30 THE RIGHT MAN ... film produced by the united 
Negro College Fund. 
9:00(monday only) MONtY PVT HONS FL VI NG 
Cl RCUS •.• a must for anyone with a twisted,lrraverent 
sense of humor. 
· 8:00 SOAAING •.• a rare look at a unique s11ort. 
8:30 MERCHANT TO THE MILLIONS ••• how Mr. 
Sears met Mr. Roebuck lo begin the largest distributor of 
merchandise. 
g,oo (tuesday and_ Thursday onlYl ARE YOU 
OVERWEIGHT ? ••• a News Scene Special In the format of a 
test; covers misconceptions concerning obesity. · · 
Photo by John Klumph 
Penny Stabiner, 10,000th customer at 
Lick-It, wins free tub of ice cream and 
a whip-cream dousing by Lick-It stalf. 
Another tub will be given away to the 
15,000th customer. 
9:00 THE FIRST AMERICAN-THE AMERICAN 
IND IAN ••. a retrospective look at America's first 
people. 9:30 RIGHT OF MAN 
9:30 KALEI DISC OPE '74 ..• selected segments from the 
Afro-Latin Society production. 
t 0:00 NEWS SCENE ••• a wrap up of various topics of 
interest. 
t 0:00 NEWS SCENE NqTE:CHANNEL 6 
PROGRAMMING WILL BE PRE-EMPTED 
WEDNESDAY BV THE IC BOMBERS BASKETBALL 
GAME BROADCAST, LIVE ON CHANNEL 7 
BEGINNING AT 8:00; 
1 0: 15 ALI- Kl NOS OF PEOPLE ... Jeff Schneider plays 
host to Becky Fowler and Nancey Bereano of Storefront 
a legal organization ' 
• Stabiner wins tub 
By Jon Choate 
At <'·4r, p.111 on Friday 
January :!4. Penny Stahine~ of 
80 I 1:a~t Tower. and three 
friend~ went to buy ice cream. 
When Stabiner. a freshman 
Physical ·1 hcrapy maJor from 
Woodmere. ~, Y .. a~ked for a 
chocolate chip cone. ,he was the 
I O,OOOth customer to patronize 
the Lick-It Store since 
.Scptcmbe,. 
I nstea!I of the cone she had 
originally requested, Stahiner 
received an entrn: tub courtesy 
of Lick-It. in commemoration of 
thl' event l'hc celebration of the 
event abo included a thorough 
<lousing of Stahmer in whipped 
<.:ream h} Lick-It employees. 
A~ked whl'lher \he expected the 
edipsing of the I 0.000 customer 
marl,,. Stahiner. ··1 knew aohut 
1t. but I didn't think it was that 
night."'Since opening on March 
21J, 1974, Lick-It has provided a 
111 u ch welcomed service to 
,tudents. Stabinerf reflects this 
feeling as she visits the store 
"about twice a week." L1ck-H 
was formed independently of 
Ithaca College hy Tom Threlk~ld 
and J ocl Caplan. The store pays· 
no rent, h·:t due to high initial 
operat111g cosb, a planned 
scholarship prograin has yet to 
take effect. Approximately I 0';/ 
of all monies collected are 
earmarked for a scholar5hip fund 
wlm:h thi.: !>tori.: will distribute 
through the cooperation of the 
Financial Aid Office. According 
to Manager John Klumph. the 
program will be set up 
"'hopefully hy March!" 
Located in the basement of 
the West Tower. Lick-1.t is opi.:n: 
Mon-Th: 8-12 midn1te and Fri. 
,ind S.1t. 8-1 a.m. 
BUY TRADE SELL!!! 
,V/~·u·. IND u .... ·1~'/J FUIU:/ITURJ:,' 
Ca!>h For Your hem~ At. 
STATE STREET B;\BGAIN IIOUSE 
Na/pi, /:'. ·11wrp1• prop. 
516 West State Street 
Ithaca. New York 
607-273-9602 
14850 
,",'./'JJ.'iJ,T UJUN ·111::lln:-;· iJI:'SfHL'-,' .IT 
U>~ER, B®K. 5TOPE 
·us-11 s. CAYUGA ST. ,JTHACA. NEW YORK 14850 
Joseph]och Candidate continued from page J 
and total equality under the law. 
"What you are talking about," 
the DA .said, "is protecting 
people from- each other. What it 
comes down to in a system such 
as this, with all the personal 
considerations in every case, 
with all the separate issues 
involved, you can't talk about 
fundamental fairness for each 
one." 
He defined the term total 
equality as meaning one set of 
decisions or sentences used as a 
basic framework of judgements 
pertaining to a certain law. 
"With such equality," he noted, 
"thP individual considerations 
and personal issues which are 
apparent in every case could not 
he dealt with fairly. If you, want 
to preserve the humanity of the 
system, have the system as a 
buffer.. you are going to have to . 
put, up. witn a lot of inequality. 
undC'r the law." 
.Joch was elected DA last laTJ 
on the Democractic ticket after 
upsetting the Republican incum-
bent William Sullivan 'Jr. · 
He attended Cornell as an 
undergraduate and earned his 
. law degree at NY-U-. · He ..served 
for five years as an assistant DA 
in Manhattan and Brooklyn 
before reestablishing residency 
in Tompkins County and running 
for office. • 
His first major case in 
Tompkins County was handling 
the recent Sheldon Julius trial. 
J ufius is an IC student who was 
convicted of posessing heroin. 
Joch, who has worked ex- continued from page J 
. tensively on drug cases in New 
York City, responded to a 
qu~stion on how he felt about He claimed to be open to 
victimless crimes by Saying he alternative approaches to educa-
pragmatically believed.the legal- tion, and-promised to explore the 
viability of any ideas in this area ization ol' hard drugs would be 
the best way to halt their people bring him. 
circulation. "I think I wculd Roberts said he wants people 
to he proud being associated with · 
probably even be in favor pf Ithaca College, and wants to see 
legalizing hard drugs simply everyone connected with the 
. because it would be .1fil' most School involved with shaping its 
efficient way to cut down on destiny. He has no set plan with 
them and control circulation. But regard to how he could motivate 
this is apragmatic example. I do people into becoming actively 
not believe that narcotics use is a involved with the educational 
victi.mless crim,e." process, bu promised that if he 
The DA concluded in his becomes the next prosident that 
speech, that the sacrifice of a he would make every effort to be 
perfect ewquality under the law visible .and ,to interact with 
would lead to a greater degree 0'f stude~ts in an attempt to get 
equal fairness. "I defy anyone to them mvolved. 
creflt~ a .,system that does not .. . ~?bert\ i~- ~\lx:.r~ntl_y ~ !he _ 
treat anyone · unfairly. If you Ass1stan_t V1ce Chanceflo~ for 
want equal justice under the law Acade~1c an? Student :'\,ffa1_rs at 
:,·ou have to go somewhere like the_ Umvers1ty of Cahforma at 
the Soviet Union. There the _lrvme. He holds a B.S. in 
dccisions·are arbitrary and there ~gr!culture from the Hampton 
i~ no due process'. I don't think· Institute, and both11n·MA.'and a 
vou can defend 'the concept. that Ph. D. in sociology from the 
the system treats everyone Hampton I_nstitute, an~ both an 
fairly"' .. - - · · · ·· ' 1 M.A.:and: ·a :P-ij~il('l36ciology 
Joch said that the issues ne from the Catholic University of 
discussed in his speech pertained America. 
to·his future policies as a DA. He Other finalists for the presi-
noted that since equal fairness dential position include Dr. 
·under the law depends to a great .James J. Whalen who will be on 
degree on the subjectiye decision campus February 6-7; Dr. 
0£ the -individual ·judge. "It is Gregory Baker Wolfe, Februar_~ 
highly subjective,:' he said, "but I,0-11: Mr:-- Hushang Bahar, 
it is the only wav." · February 17-18; Dr. Harold W. 
· · Seex. Februarv 20-21; and TJr. 
r;1·T .\ IIE.\DS ST.\R'l FOR VI\LE1\Ti:\I·: I>AY !-
Robert Hohns." Februarv 24-25. 
The se_venth final candidate has 
vPt to be announced. 
COLOR ENLARGEMENT 
FOR EVEE!Y TWO 
AT REGULAR PRICE 
.,oo Stale St 
lthal·a._~t.:\\ Yon.. 
:7:.?·-8090 
. The first day of each cand1-
datps visit will involve meetings 
with the Provost, Vice Presi-
dents Deans and Academic· 
Directors, faculty and staff. 
Students will have .a chanrc to 
meet With each canidate on thP 
second day of their visits, which 
will he on either Tuesday or 
Friday, f_rom 2:00 to 3:30 in the 
crossroads .. 
f HE: DUGOU f is now 
open ~undays at noon 
TheDugoitt 
Bloody Mory,s 50· 
Skip n. Go /\Jaked,s 
The Dugout Athlet-icCtub 
One Free Drink For GUYS! 
Wednesdays 8:30-9:30 
25' Drafts · Drinks 
9:00- 12:00 
every· bar does something for girls,- · 
. -THE ·DUGOUT-does -something ,for ·GVYS· 
1 
- -- ---.. ··--·· --'·- ·--------
,'; 
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY-& 
Lunch 
Tomato Soup . 
Bacon,Lettuce and Tomato Sandwleh · 
Old Fashion Beef Pie with Vegetables 
Assorted Cold cut Sandwiches 
Cold f>qta 
Dinner 
Chicken Noodle Soup 
Baked Ham / 
Beef Stroganoff 
Turkey Croquettes 
Cheese £nchlladas and Mexican 
Fried Rice 
FRIDAY FEBRUARY 7 
Lunch 
com Chowder 
FISh Sandwich 
Turkey Salad Sandwich 
Eggs and Mushrooms In Cheddar 
Sauce ower Toast Points 
5"lloped Ham and Potatoes 
Dinner 
Meatless Vegetable Soup 
Baked Meatloaf 
Corned Beef and Cabbage 
Breaded Fish FIilets 
salad Bar 
SATURDAY FEBRUARY 8 
Lunch 
Lentil Soup , 
Hoagle Sandwich 
Baked Spaghetti 
Scrambled Eggs with Creamed 
Cheese · 
Frlut Salad Plate Dinner 
Chllled V-8 Juice Cocktail 
Turkey Medallion 
Babequed Spareribs Charcoal 
Broiled Steak 
SUNDAY FEBRUARY 9 
French Toast 
scrambled Eggs 
Fruit Bowl 
sausave 
Bagels and Lox 
Fried Eggs 
Meat Tray 
Cheese Tray 
Lettuce and Tomato 
Dinner 
Mlnestone Soup 
Oven Broiled Chicken 
Spaghetti with Meat Sauce 
Cheese Mushroom om1ette 
MONDAY FEBRUARY 10 
Lunch 
Chicken Gumbo Soup 
Chlll and GrllJed Cheese Sandwiches 
Humbo Jumbo 
Apple Fritters and Sausage Patties 
Sherbet Fruit Plate 
Dinner. 
Pepper Pot Soup 
Batter Fried Pork Chops 
Braised Beef and Vegetables 
Crepes Florentine 
TUESDAY FEBRUARY 11 
Luneh 
New England Clam Chowder 
Pizza 
Chopstlch Tuna 
Chefs Salad Bowl 
Hot Pastrami 
Dinner 
Beef Barley Soup 
Meatball Sub 
Roast Turkey· and D_resslng 
Fried Perch 
WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 12 
Lunch 
Nawy Bean soup 
Hot Dogs 
Hamburgers 
Baked Macaroni and cheese 
orange Petal Salad Plate 
Dinner 
SweeJ and Sour Shrimp 
Beef-Ding . 
Afmong Guy Ding 
ShrlRIP Fried Rice 
!, I 
11 ,\•I 
I'm lonely. I need sex. Vou must be 
cute and of the female gender. Call 
NEXT WEEK IN HONOR OF 
VALENTINE'S· DAV THE· 
ITHACAN WILL HAVE 
SPECIALCLASSIFIEDS TO SEND 
YOUR SPECIAL - MESSAGE OF 
LOVE' THEY Wl~L BE PRINTED 
IN ,THE'CENTER PAGES OF THE 
FEB 13 ISSUE' THE COST IS 25 
CENTS FOR 25 WORDS . 
· me, Tom, at 273-2193. Anytime. 
THEY MUST BE BROUGHT 
DOWN TO THE ITHACAN OFFICE 
BY NOON ON WEDNESDAY' 
Dear Attached, 
Thanks for calling to remind me 
about ,the weekly orientation 
meetings at 5:00 In the Job Room. I 
met the cutest girl last week. 
Lonesome-noOmore 
Terfmop, 
Sept. 6th Is the day to remember. 
Pomfret. 
Dear Porky, 
You look more Greek everyday. 
You should cut out too. 
Love 
Adem 
Dear o.z.•s, 
How do you guys like getting high 
on sparts 
Dear DI, 
He's too short for you anyway. 
· On to "Bigger" and "better" things. 
Concerned 
Dear Emma, 
Feel like "Steppenwolffing" it 
Love 
L.S.D. and T.H.C. 
WANTED: MALE MATE for 
companionship, security, and goc,J 
times. Must have gooii sense of 
humor, nlc:e disposition and free 
time. Include an autobiography. 
Please contact me at Box K 33, 
Ithaca College. 
Cheryl 
SITUATION WANTED Master of 
ceremonies.dinner speaker,fun 
lecturer, or ditch digger. Call 
273-2739. 
Wanted: Males and females of 
all ages and majors., Meet at 5:00 
P.M. In the Job Room, with your 
dinner to plan fall orientation. 
PSSST! Terrace Council, 
lnconjunctlon with SAB, is having A 
Valentine's Day Dance. $1.50 at the 
door gets you free beer, dancing, 
kissing and making out! 9·1, Friday, 
February 14. 
Dear Doris Swartout: 
Don't resign. We love you. 
Terrace council 
· Oear Aleta, 
It's a bit late, but congratulations. 
1 stlll have a crush on you, so if your 
getting married is an aet... · 
Secret Bank Acc:ount 
Paul-
It's been a strain lately. Thanks· 
for up with me putting. Reports of 
your death have long since been 
disregarded and will never again be 
.... conSldered ••• at least not tu after your 
Jokes are played. 
The Victim 
Dear R •• 
Hello up there. How's your life . 
been lately? Ain't' seen ya in a while. • 
Funny now thoughts can be 
begulllng. Remember some people 
see and feel more than you think. ; 
Times are Inevitable. Take care, come J 
PLEASE. 
FOR SALE 
71 Subaru, 
533-7040. 
46,000 ml., call 
• PROBLEMSS 
I'll Investigate c:all D. Bear xS-41 or 
write Box 033 le. Female voc:allst 
would llke to team up with good 
piano accompanist. Please contact 
Ruth x553 or Bx-E-37 Thanks 
Debbie Drano-
Palooka v.•ent on the warpath, but 
follies s.nt him back to the 
reservatlonto get new sqwaw. Bowl 
too much. 
J&B 
Keep up the good work, GOLDFISH 
! Go flght,Wln ! Adams's-wlfe, again! 
Bosteel, 
1 oo,ooo.000,000,000,ooo,ooo ,ooo, 
MORE 
7 
Dear LLS and JRC, 
"Te> my friends, a thank you song 
for being kind to me." Thanks for 
listening and most for understanding 
Much love always, 
Ona 
Dear 13'11", 
You might be leading In the 
score,but the race has Just begun. 
Soon things wlll get hot and you'll be 
left in the pot and I wlll nave won. 
What's Cookln Booby J,'•When I win I 
wait for my dinner. Remember a visit 
gets a big score. Good luck to the 
Gym team on Friday ! 
Brook: 
Bruce who ?? 
Dear Agnes and Elouise, 
You are weird ! 
Me 
"Alice" the oUler weirdo 
PLEASE RETURN MV WATCH 
It has sentimental meaning. I will 
offer a reward for it's return. It' a 
gold "Croton" watcll with a brown 
face. If you know anything anything 
of Its whereabouts please call 
Francine at x756,or 273-9899. 
Gypsy Mary In lA, 
Thanks for Friday 1J•ght. 
FOR SALE 
Jerry puckik 
Henke plautlc Ski Boot women's 
sli:e 8. Call Marie 272-9794 and 
x526. 
Hello o, 
Bosteel ! 
Bye bye 
MORE 
Dear Dan, 
Ydi, may hawe gotten a pofnt'tonlght: 
but I'm still ahPad ! 
Love, 
13"11 ".,. 
up and talk sorie time. f 
Always, ~ 
\ii\~ 
A~jATAl: ANNUAL CLEARANCE SALR IN PROGRESS THRU . FEB. 18 
GAftDEN 
[aESTAURANT] 
5c,,,, .. lhe Pulthc: :ilni:e 1931 . 
c.ui ue~e -AM111cAN ,ooo 
111 Vi. STATE-ST. 
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1470 AM 
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FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 14 
tiJ EXTRA ADDED ATTRACTION-dtil 
The Exclusive Slwu;ing of the_1933.fil,in,· 
«ECSTASY».··.· 
STARRING HEDY LAMARR 
F1:rst shown· in America in:.1940 ·_ 
aft,er years of legal, enldlnglernetds. 
. . . 
"THE NEW YORK CENSORS HAVE FINALLY APPROVED · 
ECSTASY!,~~.- - -
. -
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